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**Catherine Damiani** @BiblioCatherine
Really interesting discussion on open access today #RILAIfc13
Expand

**Ed Graves** @WzrdWrlrd
shed a tear for Aaron Swartz and Bradley Manning at #rilaifc13
#rilaconf13 @democracynow always makes me cry
Expand
Hedi BenAicha @HediBenAicha
Great presentation Andree and Brendan. The documentary was excellent #rilafc13

Hedi BenAicha @HediBenAicha
Howard from OLIS: The issue predates digitization and the advent if Internet #rilafc13

Hailie Posey @hailieposey
praise for #coursera #edx #connexion #oercommons during #rilafc13 #RLAconf2013

Hedi BenAicha @HediBenAicha
Andree and Brendan triggered a very stimulating discussion about OA #rilafc13

Lauren Librarian @liblaur
Not a lot of precedent for digital content re: copyright laws. Just one piece of a complex puzzle. #rilafc13 #rlaconf2013

Kieran Ayton @kieranayton
@3rendanRyan Many digital content laws are not written. DMCA is the main law in effect #rilafc13 #rilafc13

Hailie Posey @hailieposey
just as roads and air are shared and public, scholarship is part of the commons and should be open to all #RLAconf2013 #rilafc13
Kieran Ayton @kieranayton
text mining in journals is a way to discover when ideas and words were first used #rilaifc13
Expand

Lauren Librarian @liblaur
If victims of "intellectual property theft" don't press charges, is govt obligated to? If so, why? #rilaifc13 #rilaconf2013
Expand

Kieran Ayton @kieranayton
JSTOR was not going to prosecute Aaron Swartz #rilaifc13
Expand

Prudence @Prudence_Fallon
#rilaifc13 @salve Regina RI Library Assoc conference. Asked Richard Hatch for directions.
Expand

Lauren Librarian @liblaur
Many legal issues with open access stem from law not caught up to development of internet and sharing through it. #rilaifc13 #rilaconf2013
Expand

Hedi BenAicha @HediBenAicha
Rathemacher did a good job now is Brendan's presentation #rilaifc13
Expand

Hailie Posey @hailleposey
#rilaconf2013 #rilaifc13 tribute video to aaron swartz democracynow.org/2013/1/14/an_i... Expand
Hailie Posey @hailieposey
MT @3rendanRyan: #rilaconf2013 Link to info page about #CISPA #rilaifc13 bit.ly/rila13

Kieran Ayton @kieranayton
Green open access vs gold open access - URI using green road #rilaifc13

Kieran Ayton @kieranayton
Andree Rathemacher discussing Open Access has citation advantage for scholars #rilaifc13

Brendan Ryan @3rendanRyan
#rilaifc13 the open access initiative at URI is an awesome way to promote intellectual freedom & preserve open info into the future

Kieran Ayton @kieranayton
CISPA is the Cyber Intelligence and Security Protection Act #rilaifc13

Hailie Posey @hailieposey
looking forward to @3rendanRyan's presentation this morning on #OA publishing and intellectual freedom #rilaifc13 #RILAConf2013

Brendan Ryan @3rendanRyan
We’re looking forward to a great conversation about intellectual freedom at #rilaconf13 use this hashtag to converse #rilaifc13